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so like the whole process is I would see the benefit it would have on someone
else
yeah
and the:::n obviously if I’m frustrated by the like ∙hh uhm how can I put it ∙hh if
I’m (.) frustrated at the way I do things I’m going to find like another way to do
it like I’m d- uhm like I really really ∙hh I always wanna like you know basically I
want to spend as little time as possible doing something ∙hh (..) right a::nd if I
spend a la::rge amount of time I’m going to find ways ∙hh a:nd that also like
time sometimes like takes uhm a toll on my productivity but as soon as I find
that thing (.) I work on it and I commit to it and then I try to like
yeah but what does that mean exactly working on it and committing to it
like o- uhm (..) let’s say fo- for instance the (example) of the >the the the the<
like the typing of the notes ∙hh so::: (.) I want to so like I would always wonder
why certain friends of mine always have time on their hands ∙hh
[mmhhmm
like they’re al- like they’re they’re wa- walking their dogs they’re doing this
they’re doing they’re doing that and I’m like where do you get the time we’re
doing the same degree but you’re doing this and I’m here
yeah
uhm always in the library trying my best to finish my work what is it
yeah
a:::nd you know sometimes you’d ask them uhm can you please send me your
notes and they would always be on like ∙hh uhm they’d always be on like uhm
they’d always like send their notes through and they’d always be on digital like
they have digital notes so I was like let me just try it so like like for instance that
night uhm the night I was uhm under pressure with all- I was writing Business
Law so Business Law uhm the slides were very descriptive but you had to add
more stuff and I did that I and I studied more and I was very shocked at the
mark that I got I think I got like 63 aft- that was the first time I got @@ 63 for
Business Law ∙hh entrance exam I mean uhm entrance mark I think I got like 42
∙hh I always I never used to do good in it never and that was because I could
not finish the work it was just a lot of work for me
oh right okay cool
so:: (..) and also time management as well like you know I’d wanna like like I’d
wanna maybe like watch se- watch series and stuff and not give that much time
towards the school work so that time I was just like let me try it out ∙hh once
I’ve tried it out revised and I passed and I was very I was very impressed with
the fact that let me do that uhm I can do that ∙hh so then from there uhm I’d
work I’d uhm start typing you know the more you work on something the more
efficient you become because you start adapting to where everything is and
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that’s how everything goes so uhm basically it’s if there’s a problem I try to find
uhm well I try to mimic someone that that’s like that do- that’s better than you
that doesn’t have the same problem and then from there u:hm I just start and
then like I just find myself like I just find myself becoming more efficient in that
process especially with the typing yeah
yah sweet man
yeah
so and when yo- when you’re using an app and you’re getting used to it do you
ever go into the help section of the app itself
no I never
so how do you get used to the app then
uh logic like should be told I use my logic like I would know that certain icons
are like digital icons are very similar to each other so if I we were to take an
example of the like maps ∙hh I know that that means that we’re going to
recentre yeah that’s going to recenter the plus is a zoom and the minus is a
zoom out so because apps have like similar icons you just click and go back click
and go back until you get it [using gestures on his phone]

